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Ashfield Safety Hire specialises in the supply, maintenance and repair of confined 

space and height safety equipment.  Our objective is to provide the highest level of 

equipment available for hire and sales combined with authorised servicing and 

related training.  

ASHFIELD SAFETY HIRE AIMS & VALUES 

With over 30 years of experience we have 

gained a wide range of knowledge of the 

legislation, risk assessment needs and 

equipment requirements for height safety and 

confined spaces.  Our expertise enables us to 

provide practical solutions for safe work in 

demanding environments, making your task 

safer and more efficient. 

Partnering an extensive range of manufacturers 

enables us to supply the most appropriate 

equipment for the locations you work in.   

Being passionate about training we offer the 

full range of City & Guilds 6150 courses for 

confined spaces as well as a range of bespoke 

training courses for height safety and specific 

product use.  All our training courses are 

constructed to ensure verifiable training 

standards and candidate competency upon 

successful completion.  

Our aim is for safety to be understood and 

practiced by everyone, because every life is 

important. 

 
With our own machine shop 

manufacturing a unique solution 

is always possible. 

See our website for product details, 

pricing, safety tips and more.  
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MSA ALTAIR 4X 

Waterproof with a 

lone‐worker alarm 

MSA ALTAIR 2X 

Single cell personal 

gas detector with 

breathe on bump 

test facility (H²S 

only).  

GMI V!SA 

A robust & accurate 

portable gas 

detector  with IR 

option 

GMI PS200 

A small robust 

personal multi gas 

detector for standard 

sewerage use  

The BM25 Area Monitor 

Capable of monitoring 1‐5 gases and 

packs all the benefits of a fixed system 

area monitor into a transportable 

instrument.  It can be used as a stand‐

alone unit or linked together for 

increased area coverage.  Wired and 

wireless versions are available.  

We can also supply gas detectors with special cell 

combinations.  The available sensors are:  

Ammonia (NH³) Methane (CH⁴) 

Butane (C⁴H¹⁰) Nitric Oxide (NO) 

Carbon Dioxide (CO²) Nitrogen Dioxide (NO²) 

Carbon Monoxide (CO) Oxygen (O²) 

Chlorine (CL²) Ozone 

Chlorine Dioxide (CLO²) Phosphine (PH³) 

Combustible (COMB) Propane (C³H⁸) 

Hydrogen Cyanide (HCN) Sulphur Dioxide (SO²) 

Hydrogen Sulphide (H²S) Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) 

Single or Multi Gas monitors for personal or area use for all your gas detection needs. 

MGR IR 

60 day run time and 

an IR sensor for 

flammable detection 

GAS DETECTION 

Calibration Gas & Regulators 

Calibration and bump testing is an 

important part in the maintenance 

of your gas detector which ensures 

the sensors are reacting to the gas 

you are looking for.   We can supply 

the equipment you need to verify 

your detector is working correctly. 
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Muster Escape Set 

Demand valve type escape set with hood.  The demand valve ensures 

that personnel cannot out breathe the supply. Available in 10 or 15 

minute durations.  The set also has an exterior attachment whip that can 

be used in rescue situations.   

Elsa Escape Set 

Constant flow escape set with hood design so glasses can 

be worn and personnel do not have to be clean shaven.  

Available in 10 or 15 minute durations. 

SSR 30/100 Chemical  Escape / Working Set 

This small, robust KO2 respiratory device delivers safe and immediate oxygen on 

demand for escape or rescue. Ideal for tunnelling or where space is cramped 

and a sensible duration time is required.  Dons in seconds and provides from 

20 to 100 minutes of breathable air dependent on exertion levels.  

Fresh Air Breathing Apparatus  

A versatile solution for specific breathing apparatus use.  These 

sets allow for long duration work and  are comfortable to wear. 

They offer a simple safe method of work ideal for tank 

cleansing.  

The set can operate over 9mtrs unassisted, but with the 

use of a Turbo‐Flo blower unit, can service 2 personnel 

to a distance of 54mtrs.   

Always ensure the blower unit is situated in clean air. 

ESCAPE BREATHING APPARATUS 

BREATHING APPARATUS ‐ FRESH AIR 
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Sigma‐2 

Sigma‐2 is a self‐contained positive pressure breathing apparatus which 

comes complete with a Panaseal positive pressure face mask, moulded 

composite backplate with fully adjustable harness and infinitely 

adjustable Kevlar webbing cylinder band. There is a shoulder mounted 

pressure gauge with a 55 bar warning whistle. 

Contour 100 

Contour 300 Contour 500 

ProPak‐I 

Compliance set 

for Industrial 

Professional 

Fire Fighting or 

Oil & Gas 

Contour 

A self‐contained breathing apparatus set with 

two stage pneumatic system comprising of a 

Tempest automatic positive pressure demand 

valve with bypass, shoulder mounted pressure 

gauge with 55 bar warning whistle and first 

stage pressure reducer with a single high 

pressure cylinder connector.  

Contour is available as the 100, 300 and 500, 

with the 100 being the most basic of the three. 

ProPak‐Sigma 

Compliance set for 

Marine & Industrial 

Fire Fighting 

environments. 

ProPak 

The entire ProPak range has been approved to EN137:2006 

Type 2, incorporating the stringent Full Flame Engulfment Test, 

and to the 9th amendment of the MED meaning that it has the 

latest approval for the Marine market. 

ProPak‐F 

Designed for use 

by the Fire Service 

or the Oil & Gas 

Market. 

ProPak‐FX 

Designed for use by 

the Professional 

Fire Service. 

BREATHING APPARATUS ‐ SCBA 
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Composite Ultralight Cylinders 

These are 30% lighter than conventional aluminium lined cylinders and 5x 

lighter than steels and offer longer duration of breathable air to the wearer. 

These cylinders have an unlimited life span and are fitted with replaceable end 

caps.  Available in a range of sizes from 2 litres up to 9 litres with a charging 

capacity of 300bar.  Can be fitted with any valve using an M18 x 1.5 thread to 

stay in line with harmonized standards. 

Carbon Fibre & Steel Cylinders 

200 or 300 bar steel or carbon fibre composite cylinders from Scott 

Safety. These are available  with either a 90 degree or straight flow 

valve.  All valves have a safety locking handwheel.  

Promask PP Face Masks 

Positive pressure and features a Butyl Rubber outer mask with reflex 

seal and silicone ori‐nasal inner mask. The visor is single curvature and 

made of a scratch and impact resistant polycarbonate material with a 

flame retardant coating and provides excellent panoramic vision.  

Panaseal Face Mask 

Positive pressure, black 

neoprene outer mask with 

reflex seal & neoprene ori‐

nasal inner mask.  Single 

curvature visor, scratch and 

impact resistant with a 

flame retardant coating.  

The mask can be used with 

integral spectacle frames. 

Vision 3 Face Mask 

Positive pressure, left quick 

fit, full face mask that 

features a unique Torodial 

visor for unparalleled and 

improved vision and offers 

excellent panoramic vision. 

SCBA MASKS 

COMPRESSED AIR CYLINDERS 
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NOTE: ALL COMPRESSORS 

SHOULD HAVE AN AIR  

PURITY TEST  

Modulair Trolley  

Offers a longer duration where full B.A. is required.  

The trolley can be used with a compressor giving 

unlimited duration and has cylinders as back up. It 

should be remembered an escape set is still 

required  (usually a Flite Bandolier Escape Set) and 

that a realistic time for escape must be adopted. 

Flite Airline Breathing Apparatus 

Flite is a positive pressure airline breathing 

apparatus with the option of a 10 or 15 minute 

compressed air cylinder supply for escape from 

the most hazardous environments.  It has been 

engineered for robustness and has been proven 

in some of the most arduous working 

environments, including off‐shore oil and gas 

production.  

TROLLEY & AIRLINE FED B.A. 

Ash BA Trailer 

The Ash BA Trailer is designed to offer an effective long duration 

solution for working in full BA.  Using the latest in composite 

cylinder technology allows us to offer 35.75 hours of breathable 

air with all the equipment 

required enclosed in a 

lightweight trailer.  

The trailer has sufficient space to hold enough hose and BA sets to offer 

an air supply for up to 4 wearers.  The cylinders can be refilled locally 

by any breathing air supplier that can fill to 300 bar. The trailers light 

weight ensures that it can be towed by anyone with a driving license 

regardless of age.  
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We have a range of compressors from small 

compact units (7.6 cfm) ideal for inflatable 

pipe stoppers (see page 26) right through to 

compressors that will run air tools and B.A. 

Trolley Sets  at 14 cfm (see page 8).   

We can supply in 110v, 240v and petrol 

versions. 

COMPRESSORS 

GENERATORS 

Single and dual voltage 

generators available from 4Kva 

to 10Kva.   

We also have voltage regulated 

generators so you can run 

sensitive equipment. 

Our range includes 110v, 240v, 

petrol and diesel options. 

Temporary bunds may be 

required to  comply with anti‐

contamination policies on site. 

Specifically for confined space entry 

scenarios we have diesel generators 

fitted with Chalwyn valves and spark 

arrestors for hazardous area use.  

We can provide all the accessories required from extension leads to splitter 

boxes and standard socket gang extensions with 240v blue plugs for providing 

power to a site office. 
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RGR1 

Aluminium Man Riding Tripod that collapses to 1.27m and yet can achieve a 

fully extended height of 2.5m. This makes it a great hit with trainers who need 

to be able to have a compact collapsed size for transportation, whilst still be 

able to have the operatives body recovered to a height that allows full 

extraction from the chamber. 

Ash Cadmium Plated Tripod 

Designed to accept either man riding winches or for goods lifting 

with chainblocks or other units that can be attached to an eyebolt.  

The tripod has high level supporting struts to ensure the leg bracing 

does not impede access. The tripod is rated for goods lifting to 

500kg and weighing only 20kg is one of the lightest available. For a  

Didsbury winch there is a specifically designed option that has two 

high level supporting struts and one lower where the winch can be 

rested to give more control for the top man. 

P‐T7 / P‐T9 

An aluminium man riding tripod with three adjustable legs 

so it can be mounted on uneven surfaces. ideal for manhole 

entry and retrieval applications.  It is easily set up by one 

worker, can be transported with relative ease and allows for 

the attachment of two mechanical safety devices 

T03 / RT3 

A perfect tripod to attach two men and fit a 

secondary back up to purpose made connection 

points.  There are 3 winch dedicated roller points 

and brackets can be fitted to all the legs making 

it incredibly versatile.  The RT3 rescue tripod has 

the same versatility with an increased base and 

height to enable a stretcher to be lifted clear in 

an emergency.   

TRIPODS 
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DAVITS 

Catwalk Clamp 

Offers a perfect solution where space is limited and the structure 

needs a safe system of access and egress. All legs are adjustable to 

ensure that sighting can be altered to suit the flooring. The back 

clamping mount offers variable settings to ensure the throat of the 

clamp can be positioned onto the catwalk and then secured into 

place with the leg adjuster.  

5 Piece Hoist System  

Offers 2 quick fit mounting positions so that 2 man riding 

winches can be used.  The mast can be turned so that it can 

be taken out of the entrance area. It has 4 adjustable feet to 

ensure it can be set flat and will accommodate ground with 

undulations but is not suited for working on angled ground.  

There are two width options available:  940mm to 1626mm 

and 1778mm to 2464mm  

Adjustable Davit Mount  

For concrete abutments, coffer dams, trench boxes and many other 

areas this offers a lightweight solution to attach 2 man riding winches 

or fall arrest retrieve blocks.  It can be used on items up to 610mm 

providing the allowable bending moment meets 10170 NM. 

Trench Sheet Davit Mount 

Designed to fit on any trench sheet with a pan of 205mm width or 

more. The internal opening is 95mm and will fit over many other items 

such as steel structures and some smaller walled trench boxes.  The 

trench sheet must be able to withstand an allowable bending moment 

of 10170 NM. It is simple to mount and can be used with fall arrest or 

man riding winches. 
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Counterweight Hoist System 

Perfect for conditions where an entry point has a raised area 

around it or is too large to span. This makes the system ideal 

for large digestion storage tanks as well as long trench shaped 

confined space areas.  The Counterweight’s leg height adjusts 

from 200mm to 900mm and length can be increased or 

decreased so as to use the minimum number of weights for 

the space you have. 

Davit Vehicle Hitch Mount (DVHM) 

Offers a perfect solution to awkward access if a vehicle with a tow bar 

can be sited close to the edge requiring entry. There are two versions 

available with a choice of spreader leg widths of 1314mm and 

2533mm. Different masts can be fitted to give varying heights. The 

ignition keys for the vehicle should be locked out for safety when 

using this system. 

Lower Masts 

Lower mast extensions designed for use with Sala offset davit masts. They provide the 

flexibility to change the overall mast height of your system in the field. The extensions 

are available in 533mm, 838mm, 1143mm and 1448mm lengths. Constructed from 

anodized and powder coated aluminium, these units are extremely lightweight, durable 

and offer several different winch or fall arrest mounting positions. 

Adjustable Offset Davit Arms 

The offset davit mast offers a lightweight, easily transportable davit arm. The 

angle can be set using an adjustable ram where height or rake could be critical. 

The davit arm is designed to be able to run up to two winches or fall arrest 

blocks. There is also an attachment hook so that small chain blocks can be used 

as the davit is rated to lift 205kg goods.  
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Pole Hoist 

An extremely versatile piece of confined space entry, retrieval and 

rescue equipment. Simply hook the bracket to a suitable anchor 

point and the unit is ready to work in any direction. The pole hoist 

can get where a tripod may not be able to be used. It is extremely 

light and easily connected to davit arms or ceiling anchors. The 

floor bar makes operation of the winch easier as it makes a 

platform to aid in the winch recovery process.   

Portable Fall Arrest Post 

The portable fall arrest post offers ease of installation along with 3 height 

settings of 83.2cm, 116.8cm and 145.4cm. Each post offers 3 connection 

points and 2 posts can be used with a horizontal lifeline system. The mast 

can be used for both fall arrest and fall restraint.  The posts are 

supported by weld on or bolt down mounting plates.  A davit arm can be 

mounted to the portable fall arrest post to offer an extended reach with 

the facility of man‐riding or fall arrest. It is simple to fit without any 

requirement for specialised tooling and can be installed when required. 

FLOOR & WALL MOUNTED DAVIT SLEEVES 

Where regular access to a confined space is needed permanent davit 

sleeves offer an alternative to using portable units.  We have floor and 

wall options available.  Depending on the unit they can be fitted to 

concrete, steel or other suitable surfaces.  They are simple to install with 

only standard tools being required.  Debris covers prevent the sleeves 

from filling up with detritus and making them unusable. 
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MOBILE ANCHORS 
Mobile Man Anchor 

Perfect for a quick temporary EN795 attachment 

point. The unit is very easy to install and is 

modular with the largest item weighing 25kg.  The 

set up shown is for a 1 man fall arrest or restraint 

system and comes with 4 base units coated for 

anti‐slip and 6 galvanised standard weights giving 

a 250kg base total.  Extra weights can be added 

for extra personnel to attach and the units can be 

linked using a safety line to form a temporary line 

system to cover a much larger area 

A‐Frame Trolley 

The A‐Frame Trolley provides a portable suspension anchorage 

system for industrial rope access and fall arrest purposes 

conforming to BSEN795:1997.  It is ideal for use on flat roof 

surfaces behind a parapet wall or tied back to a suitably tested 

anchor point. There is no need to penetrate the roof surface 

when using the A‐Frame Trolley.  It is entirely portable and can 

be dismantled into easily transportable sections which are 

quick and easy to set up. It can also be moved sideways by one 

man when installed which can reduce the need for re‐rigging. 

Deadweight Trolley 

The Deadweight Trolley offers a flexible and versatile alternative to a 

fixed anchor point anchorage system for industrial rope access and fall 

arrest purposes that conforms to BSEN795:1997. It is designed to be used 

behind parapet walls or other suitable and structurally sound 

construction.  It is a standalone unit that has no requirement to 

penetrate any surfaces.  It is easy to assemble and simple to move from 

location to location with each component weighing no more than 25kg. It 

has a footprint of 400 x 500mm so is ideal for working in small spaces. It 

can be manoeuvred during use by one person minimising rigging time.  It 

can be used in many applications such as; rope access, lifeline or cradle 

installation, short duration work on roofs and emergency rescue. 
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EZ‐Line 

Is a horizontal lifeline system, comprised of a 

flexible line with connectors at both ends for 

securing it horizontally between two anchorages 

or anchorage connectors. These systems are used 

to protect workers operating in the horizontal 

plane who may not have continuous access to 

suitable anchorage points.  

The EZ‐Line has an 18 metre wire rope and unique 

tensioning system that cannot be overloaded. The 

EZ‐Line is simple to use and can support up to two 

operatives for fall arrest. 

Porta‐Gantry Rapide 

A rapid deployment, lightweight gantry with a 500kg lifting 

capacity that has a width of 2216mm and adjustable height from 

2189mm to 2389mm and base width of 1158mm.The gantry is 

also classified as EN795‐Class B for fall arrest and man riding for 

up to 3 personnel.  With multiple options available we can tailor 

this unit to your requirements. 

Porta‐Gantry 

Made from lightweight aluminium this gantry offers an 

easy to erect solution over large access points and is 

adjustable in height from 2.503 to 3.253 metres.  It can 

be supplied with a choice of 3 beam lengths. The gantry is 

rated for 2000kgs for goods and classified as EN795‐Class 

B for fall arrest and man riding for up to 4 personnel. 

With multiple options available we can tailor this unit to 

your requirements. 

SAFETY LINES 

GANTRIES 
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Self‐Retracting Sealed‐Blok 

Rugged and made to last, the spring and bearing housing is 

sealed to a rating of IP 67 which means that the unit can be 

submerged to 1m for 30 minutes. With the addition of stainless 

steel wire ropes and lengths from 9m to 40m these blocks are 

ideal for offshore and harsher environments.  They are 

available as a fall arrest block or with a rescue handle for 

emergency situations. 

Kratos Fall Arrest Blocks 

Complies with the latest EU legislation 

to ensure your body will not exceed 

the 2m drop test limits or the 6kN 

impact requirement.  They have wire 

cable from 6m to 30m and an 

indicator hook which shows if the unit 

has taken a fall and requires servicing.  

Rebel Fall Arrest Blocks 

These offer quality engineering at a seriously sensible price.  

Available with plastic or aluminium housings  and stainless steel or 

galvanised cable lengths from 6m to 30m.  They are also available 

with a fall arrest retrieval system for emergency situations. 

RGA4 Fall Arrest Retrieve Block 

A 15 metre fall arrest retrieve 

block constructed from rugged 

aluminium cases for durability. 

The unit has a fall indicator tag 

and a single use retrieval facility 

for emergency  use. 

FALL ARRESTORS 

30m Fall Arrest Retrieve Block 

The unit conforms to EN360 

for fall arrest and EN 1496 for 

emergency recovery with a 

rated worker maximum load of 

136kg.   The block is simple to 

use providing fall protection 

up to a 40 degree angle from 

centre.  
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P‐W60L / P‐W120L Man Riding Winches 

The P‐W60L man riding winch offers an 18m wire rope with the P‐W120L offering 

a 36m wire rope. They are manually operated by simply rotating the handle to 

raise or lower personnel.  They have a braked lowering facility and incorporate a 

safety overload so the wearer cannot be injured upon recovery.  There is a free 

wheel facility allowing the operative to descend step irons or ladder rungs at a 

speed that they are comfortable with. If the operative should slip or fall the over 

speed braked clutch will deploy and stop the fall. 

Sala Advanced Digital Winch  

A man riding winch with an 88 metre capacity ideal for deep 

excavations. The winch has 2 drives in which the handle can be fitted 

allowing for 2 speeds of deployment or recovery.  With the addition of 

the overload protection drive the winch can be powered using an 

electric drill through the high speed recovery drive. This allows deep 

drops to be recovered relatively quickly in comparison to many hand 

operated winches.  This winch does not offer a braked lowering 

facility or safety slipping clutch. 

Didsbury LLTRZ 

A full man riding winch with the added use of being able to lift goods 

to the weight of 254kgs. The LLRTZ offers a 9 metre cable length and 

allows the rope to be recovered or lowered with virtually no load 

attached to the safety hook.  The unit features a governed descent 

mechanism which does not allow the operative or load to accelerate 

too quickly in any circumstances. 

Didsbury Deco 2000 

A lightweight aluminium man riding winch with a brake system 

operating a governed lowering speed. The unit is available in either 

19m or 37m meaning that it will facilitate the vast majority of needs 

for confined space entry and rescue.  The winch can be mounted to 

EN795 anchorage points in low ceilings. For use with tripods the winch 

requires certain methods of attachment so is well suited to the Dual 

Use Tripods (see pag9) which are designed to operate with a Disbury 

winch. 

MAN RIDING WINCHES 
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Twin Point Harnesses 

Front and Rear ‘D’  attachment points.  

Conforms to EN361 for fall arrest.  

Single Point Harness 

Has a rear attachment point 

only so you must ensure 

rescue is possible from the 

area in which you are working. 

Rescue Harnesses 

Twin point harnesses with rescue strap.  

Conforms to EN361 for fall arrest and 

EN1497 for rescue lifting and lowering. 
Twin Point with EN471 Yellow Jacket 

With front twin loop attachment point 

and a rear ‘D’, the harness conforms 

to EN361.  The high visibility yellow 

jacket conforms to EN471. 

Suspension & Work 

Positioning Harness 

Conforms to EN361, 

EN358 and EN813 so 

covers all suspension 

requirements.  

Trauma Straps 

In the event of an emergency these ensure your 

weight can be taken off the main leg arteries to 

prevent blood‐flow restriction trauma. 

HARNESSES 

Glow Harnesses 

The new innovative Glow harnesses are 

specifically designed for use within the rail 

and confined space industries with new 

reflective yarn woven into the orange and 

yellow webbing providing unprecedented 

levels of visibility in low light areas. 
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Work Positioning Lanyard 

Perfect for use where 

restraint is guaranteed. It 

can be adjusted from 1 to 

2 metres in length. Ideal 

for use in scissor lifts and 

cherry pickers. 

Retractable Lanyard 

Designed to offer freedom of movement 

with an instant over speed lock should a 

fall take place. This means your fall will be 

arrested immediately and greatly reduce 

the impact force on your body.  

LANYARDS 

Retractable Fall Arrest 

A lightweight 2.5m expanding 

lanyard with shock absorbing 

pack and fall indicator hook. 

The unit is supplied with a 

17mm screw gate karabiner at 

one end. 

Restraint Lanyard 

1.5metre by 30mm wide webbing 

restraint lanyard.  Comes with a snap 

hook at one end and scaffold hook at the 

other end. 

Shock Lanyard 

1.8 metre energy 

absorbing lanyard with a 

scaffold hook at one end 

and a 17 mm screw gate 

karabiner at the other.  

Various karabiners are available for 

hire and sale.  They will cater for any 

situations from safety lines to fall 

arrestors and conform to EN362. 

KARABINERS 
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The Bosun’s Chair 

An ideal way to work 

while suspended and 

does not suffer, like 

harnesses, with the 

problems of blood 

restriction. The wearer 

needs a separate fall 

arrest device as the 

winch will be attached 

to the Bosun’s Chair. 

The Pilot Chair 

The Pilot Chair offers an 

alternative where the Bosun’s 

Chair will not fit or where 

weight is a factor. Being only 

430mm x 430mm it will fit 

through manhole covers that 

the fibre glass unit will not.  

As it is made from polyester 

webbing your risk assessment 

should take into account the 

entry conditions. 

BOSUN’S CHAIRS 

GRIDLOCK©  MANHOLE PROTECTION 

The Gridlock©  Manhole Protection System 

offers a fast and safe way to cover manholes 

whilst allowing visibility and limited access for 

things like gas detector checks or ventilation.   

The frame itself is lightweight and cantilevers 

open until it hits its engineered stops. A leash 

is connected and the frame is lowered over 

the open manhole which offers protection 

during placement in case of a fall. Once sited, 

the push on restriction clips are fitted so that 

the Gridlock© frame cannot be kicked out of 

position.  

The Gridlock© comes in a transit bag complete with 

everything you need for instant protection. The 

Gridlock© is also ideal in training situations to ensure 

that trainees cannot fall into the manhole but can 

perform visual inspections and checks in total safety.   

Gridlock© is available as a set in 3 different sizes, 

900mm, 1200mm and 1500mm. 
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D‐rings and quick wrap tape to 

create an instant tethering point 

to any shape tool 
Wristbands, tethers and 

D‐ring cords to quickly 

secure your tools 

Tool and Radio 

holders that 

attach to your 

belt or harness 

Being struck by falling tools or equipment is a leading cause 

of injury to workers.  We have a range of products that are 

easily fitted into your existing tool range to prevent this 

type of incident. 

See our website for more products and pricing. 

FALL PROTECTION FOR TOOLS 

SAFETY HELMETS 

TR2000 Safety Helmet 

Is perfect for all confined 

space applications. Its 

close fitting design does 

not cause obstruction 

when space limited.  It is  

EN397 and EN50365 

certified meaning it can 

be used for low voltage 

electrical installation as 

well.  Available in red, 

blue and white.  

FOX Safety Helmet 

Is recommended for 

mountaineering, 

maintenance and rescue 

operations and conforms 

to EN12492:2012. It has 

a polypropylene shell 

with 10 ventilation slots 

for comfort . It is 

available in four colours: 

black, white, red and 

orange. 
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Entel HT446L 

A rugged, waterproof and licence 

free radio for professional use. 

Easy to carry and exceptionally 

clear communication combined 

with an IP rating of 68, making it 

submersible to a depth of 5m for 

up to an hour.  

ICOM IC‐F29SR  

A light, rugged, waterproof no nonsense 

industrial non licensed radio. A simple to 

use selector offers a choice of 16 channels. 

The radio gives 21 hours of use from a full 

charge which takes only 2.5 hours with the 

rapid charger supplied.  There is an 

extensive accessory range from throat 

microphones to head and boom sets. 

Hard Line Communications 

Hard line communication is perfect when 

radios cannot be used due to interference or 

there operation is difficult due to what is 

being worn.  The set has ATEX classification 

and can have various lengths of cable used 

to suit your distance requirement. This make 

a perfect solution where a loss of 

communication simply is not an option. 

RADIOS 
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Rollgliss Rescue Kit 

Rollgliss make the ideal answer for your rescue plan from towers, shafts 

and chimneys. Available in ready made sets they give you all that you 

need to control your emergency rescue. It is available in varying lengths 

dependant upon your height safety requirements.  

Sked Stretcher 

The original and still the best solution for 

confined space, high angle or technical 

rescue, and land based applications.  It can 

be used as a sledge in sewers and on hillsides 

as well as being attached to a winch 

and lifted by helicopter or 

vertical hoisting in caves 

or industrial 

confined spaces.  

The MARS Resuscitator  

A simple to use unit that just requires the operator to select the basic size or 

type of patient.  Once set the MARS Resuscitator will control both tidal volume 

and pulse frequency within the parameters laid down in the British Standards.   

Microvent Resuscitator 

A compact, light weight, easy to use pneumatic oxygen means of 

providing life saving therapy. The unit supplies an automatic timed cycle 

with the aid of a manual over ride trigger. Packed in its own carry bag it 

provides everything you will need in the event of an emergency. 

Smart Bag Resuscitator 

Smart Bag offers controlled flow rate, controlled airway pressure, 

controlled ventilation, reduced risk of gastric insufflation and a manual 

override switch which instantly converts the Smart Bag to a normal 

valve mask by disengaging the piston.  

RESCUE 

 

Basket Rescue Stretcher 

A rigid polyethylene and aluminium stretcher 

for the recovery and transport of patients in 

emergency situations. It 

protects the casualty 

from sidelong 

collisions and with 12 

handles can be used 

in a wide range of 

rescue applications.  
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Hydraulic Nut Splitter 

Designed to remove nuts that have corroded 

solid onto studs. The unit operates on any 

nut from 6mm to 36mm and has 

a manually driven hydraulic 

HYDRAULIC CUTTING 

Hydraulic Rebar Cutter  

Cuts rebar from 4mm to 22mm in diameter 

and exerts a force of up to 16 tons to easily 

cut through concrete reinforcing bars. 

AIR MOVERS 

RF3500 

A 110v air mover with an airflow of up to 5100 m³/hr. It can be 

used as a stand alone fan for cooling or drying or used with 300mm 

ducting to inject fresh air or extract contaminated air from 

confined spaces.  This unit is not ATEX rated so must not be used to 

extract from a potentially explosive atmospheres.  

SAF 30 

A portable fan for ATEX approved zones 1 & 2. It’s constructed to 

deal with arduous and potentially explosive environments.  Airflow 

is 6375 m³/hour and the heavy duty motor is continuously rated. It 

can be used to vent or extract fumes from potentially explosive 

areas. Ideal for ship building, confined spaces, chemical plants, oil 

refineries, vessels and tanks. 

CPC‐85  

Hand operated hydraulic cutting unit 

designed for cutting high voltage PE IV and 

phone cables. The unit operates from 2mm 

to 85mm although it is designed for larger 

copper cable cutting.  
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INTRINSICALLY SAFE LIGHTING 

AES 110v 100w ATEX Light 

The AES 110v ATEX leadlight is one of the few available that is certificated 

for the use of 100w bulbs. Each leadlight has an incorporated hanging hook, 

so that it can be suspended.  Model protection EEx d IIC II 2 G T6. 

Zone Zero Extension Lead Light 

For  the most extreme hazardous situations like wing and tank 

entry. The light has a 20 metre working length with an additional 

length that attaches to the 110v supply which is transformed 

down to 12v giving a powerful light from 3 x 3w LED's.  

Wolf WF‐300  

An  impressive Zone 1 floodlight offering 5,200 lumens from 48 

high powered LED's ensuring that you have visibility in areas 

that require ATEX protection. Designed for  the harshest of 

environments it has an IP rating of 66/67.  It can be detached 

from its stand attached to magnetic fixings or a tripod, although 

the standard mount is the usual choice for sewers and tunnels. 

LX‐400 LED Temporary Luminaire 

A leadlight using the very latest LED technology to deliver a 360° 

light array due to the way it’s LED’s are strung back to back.  With 

shock and impact resistant end caps to limit damage from drops 

these Zone 1 lights are designed to ensure you can see the task at 

hand.  The LX‐400 is available as a standalone unit or as a linkable 

version with ATEX plugs and sockets so that a string can be made.  

110v Slam Hornet  

Offers a high light output with the advantage of being linkable 

and completely ATEX rated. All plugs and sockets are ATEX and 

fit to any 110v power source.  Light output of 5800 lumens is 

provided by 2 x 36w compact fluorescent lamps.  
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Petzl Pixa 1  

ATEX head light offering zone 2 protection 

and waterproof to 1m for 30 minutes. The 

latest LED technology gives a fantastic light 

source of 25 lumen up to a 15m distance. 

Petzl Duo ATEX Headlamp 

ATEX certified headlamp for use in areas 

containing gas (zones 1 and 2) and in areas 

containing dust (zones 21 and 22) . 

Straight and Angled Torches 

A cost effective torch for safe use in Zones 1 and 2. The T4 gives outstanding 

light output from xenon bulbs and up to 12 hours duration. The T6 has a 

vacuum filament bulb and an optimum light output with a 5 hour duration. 

H‐251 Handlamp 

A rechargeable handlamp approved by BASEEFA and suitable for use in 

hazardous zones 1 and 2. The glass lens is scratch and scuff resistant and will 

not discolour when in contact with chemicals.  

INTRINSICALLY SAFE TORCHES & HANDLAMPS 

INTRINSICALLY SAFE HELMET MOUNTED LIGHTING 

TR‐35 Zone 0 Straight & Angled Torches 

A compact and lightweight torch for safe use in Zone 0. It is chemical resistant, static 

dissipative and has a rating of IP67. It delivers a 130 lumen medium spot beam with a 

wide‐angle flood of fringe light. It is powered by 2 alkaline cells that give up to 17 hours 

duration. 

R‐55 Zone 0 Rechargeable Torch 

A high strength right‐angled rechargeable torch that is rated for Zone 0 with an 

IP67 enclosure.  It delivers a piercing beam from a high power LED and has a light 

duration of up to 6.5 hours.  It has an emergency function that illuminates the 

torch if the power to the charger is cut to provide standby escape lighting. 

XT‐75H Rechargeable LED Handlamp 

A LED handlamp offering compliance in Zone 0 spaces with superb lighting 

performance. With a choice of a spot beam or wide angle flood you can 

illuminate exactly what you need. Combined with an IP67 rating and a highly 

durable case construction you have an ideal solution to hand held lighting. 
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Ash Safety 110v LED lighting comes in 100m 

lengths with 65 LED’s per meter and the 

LED section is IP67. So the encased lighting 

section can take temporary submersion to a 

depth of 1m for 30 minutes so are ideal for 

use as temporary lighting in damp or wet corridors and tunnels.  

Supplied on a reel, deployment could not be easier, just plug in and 

un‐reel the lights as you traverse illuminating your path as you go 

Camlok Shear Legs 

In addition to the dual use tripod (page 10) and the gantries (page 15) which are 

rated for goods lifting, the Camlok Shear Legs are available in varying safe 

weight lifts and heights, from 500kgs to 5000kgs. They can also be manufactured 

as split leg design making them easier to transport  

Chain Blocks 

Hand chain hoists available in 250kg to 5000kg load 

capacities with a range of chain lengths.  High quality 

bearings and an improved chain guide offers  a smooth 

running chain for easy operation. 

Plate Clamps 

Primarily used for moving sheet 

metal and steel plates in a 

vertical position and allowing for 

rotation through 180°.   They 

have a jaw capacity up to 32mm 

with WLL from 50kg to 3000kg. 

Mobile Anchor Tester 

Designed for testing all types of 

fixings and system anchor points 

up to 30Kn.  The mechanical 

screw acts through a hydraulic 

load cell and the result is 

displayed on the integral gauge. 

110V LIGHTING (NON ATEX) 

Bravo Lever Hoist 

A compact, light‐weight manual lever hoist that is suitable for a wide variety of 

lifting, pulling and tensioning applications such as rigging and moving loads, 

lifting and lowering loads in manufacturing and assembly operations and a wide 

range of other applications.  

GOODS LIFTING & TESTING 
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Do you have goods in suspension or moving with 

just a primary lifting device taking the weight?   

What happens if that lifting device fails? 

Our range offers protection for loads from 10kgs up to a 

maximum of 3500kgs.   

Used in theatres, car manufacturing, glass works, 

bakeries and on industrial doors with many other 

applications possible. 

Due to having our own test facility we can build an exact 

specification of unit providing the load to be captured is 

less than 1600kgs.  

Lorry Load Down Ratchet Strops 

RAS 2.5 ton and MBS 5 ton, 8m 

long with anchors at either end. 

Webbing Slings 

Available in a large range of 

sizes and working loads.  

Manufactured to BS3481 

with a safety factor of 7:1 

Shackles 

For your lifting, 

pulling and 

hoisting needs.  

Endless Slings  

Can be used in a vertical, 

choker or basket type hitch 

LOAD ARRESTORS 

STROPS, SLINGS & SHACKLES 
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Multisize Stoppers 

Quite simply the easiest way to achieve a standard 100 

over 0 air test. The stoppers are available as blank or 

test ends and require one of each for a standard air 

test. The Multisize can be inflated from either a hand 

pump or from various types of compressor.  

Blank End Stoppers 

Provide the ability to hold back water pressure to 0.5 bar 

with the correct bracing. Because they are air filled 

remotely they can be used in conjunction with a test end 

for leak location, this can save time and limit an 

excavation to only the area of the failure.  

By‐Pass Stoppers 

Offer a very versatile way to conduct work within 

pipelines. By‐Pass Stoppers can allow flow through them 

whilst making a 0.5 bar seal to the inside of the pipes, 

with the use of Bauer fittings the flow can be maintained 

while work is carried out in the dry.  

Wind Up Stoppers 

Have been in use for many years and will tolerate slight 

variations in sizes. Whilst specific to the size of the pipe you are 

testing, they are very affordable compared with inflatable air 

stoppers.  Wind Up Stoppers can also be used to blank off pipes 

although they should be braced . 

PIPE STOPPERS 
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Companion Manhole Lifter 

Simplicity at its very best, 

comprised of only 4 parts it is 

easy to use and will lift any 

manhole cover you can find. 

We’ve tried and we have not 

been able to find one so far that 

it will not. This will free covers 

that have tarmac or concrete 

over the seal. 

Manhole keys  

Heavy duty manhole cover 

lifting keys for the simple 

removal of manhole covers. 

Gatic Cover Lifter 

Designed to firstly split the 

seal of the cover and then 

be used as a set of four to 

lift the cover in conjunction 

with a machine.  

EZiCat Cable Locators 

A truly smart cable locator that 

incorporates a depth feature 

to 9.9m when used with the 

transmitter or sonde.   

The LCD display gives a scrolling bar and a current level indicator.  Records can 

be stored via the data logging feature and downloaded via Bluetooth.  

They can use any one of 4 transmitter mode frequencies of 8kHz, 33kHz, 

512Hz and 640Hz. This helps pinpoint services that are otherwise difficult to 

tell apart.    

Handylift Texas 

Light and easy to use and 

can lift most covers with 

keyholes. It has a SWL of 

1.5 tonnes and is capable 

of lifting covers up to 

1200mm x 1200mm.   

It can be transported 

ready assembled or can 

be easily dismantled.  

MANHOLE LIFTERS 

CABLE AVOIDANCE 
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Ashfield Safety Hire only offer products for hire that we can service ourselves or through our sister 

company Ash Safety. This ensures that all equipment is tested and certificated along with the added 

benefit that we have trained technicians available to help with technical advice.  

EQUIPMENT SERVICING 

We can service equipment for: 

 Reid Lifting 

 RidgeGear 

 Rollgliss 

 SA Equipment 

 Sala 

 Sperian 

 Status Scientific 

 Tractel 

 Tyco Scott 

 Gas Control Equipment (GCE) 

 GMI 

 Hitachi 

 Icom 

 Kratos Safety 

 MGR 

 MSA 

 Oldham 

 Protecta 

 Alpha Solway 

 Biosystems 

 Cable Detection 

 Clarke International 

 Columbus McKinnon 

 CTS 

 Didsbury 

 EnerSys 

 Entel 

All records are maintained for a minimum of 5 years and we will send 

you a notification letter when your equipment is next due for service. 

All equipment that requires repairs or parts are quoted prior to 

commencement.  We use the latest technology and only use genuine 

parts in our service regime.  Our certification as authorised repair 

agents for the items we cover can be provided upon request. 

Getting your equipment serviced correctly is crucial. Should you send us 

an item that we are not the service agent for we will inform you and ask 

for instructions.  We can have any item serviced for you but will only 

use accredited service agents, these are far fewer than many people 

realise and may only be the manufacturers themselves. 

We have technicians who all carry the latest certification from 

those manufacturers for whom we are authorised. This, 

combined with all of the functionality testing equipment 

required, ensures that your product is returned to you 

operating as the manufacturer intended it should. 

We have a bespoke tracking system to ensure your items have 

a fully auditable trail from receipt to despatch.  
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At Ashfield Safety Hire we are passionate about training and our courses are 

designed to include industry best practice as well as the current legislation 

you need to work safely in confined spaces. 

We are an approved training centre for the City & Guilds 6150 Courses which 

is currently endorsed by Irish Water.  We have a dedicated training room 

and series of tunnels that comply with the City & Guilds guidelines to offer 

realism along with a controlled training environment.    

The City & Guilds schemes are very stringently monitored to ensure the 

very best training is delivered.  All records of training are kept on file so 

as to adhere to these demanding standards along with being able to re‐

issue certificates should they become lost.  

Our Trainers are from an experienced working background within the 

industry rather than just being qualified at training as we feel it is 

important to understand any question or scenario that may be 

discussed.  All of our Assessors hold the relevant City & Guilds 

qualifications and have experience of the water industry. 

Successful candidates will be issued with a certificate valid for 3 years. 

Working in Low Risk Confined Spaces: Water (6150‐01) 

Learners will be shown how to safely access the NC1 category confined 

spaces and how to monitor the atmosphere to ensure the space is safe to 

work in.  The unit covers how to identify low risk confined spaces with 

associated lone working and the application of appropriate procedures.   

All equipment required for any course (excluding PPE) is included in our prices although we do ask that 

candidates come prepared to crawl through tunnels and chambers.  

For further details of the course contents see our website www.ashireland.ie/training.htm 

CONFINED SPACE TRAINING 

Working in Medium Risk Confined Spaces: Water (6150‐02) 

Learners will be shown how to safely enter into NC1, NC2 and NC3 category 

confined spaces.  How to monitor the atmosphere and having a structured 

plan of action in place to deal with anomaly's, along with reporting 

procedures.  The use of self ‐contained escape breathing apparatus for a  

planned means of self rescue.  
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Top Man / Person for High Risk Confined Spaces: Water (6150‐14)  

This unit covers overseeing entry into NC1‐NC4 category confined spaces.  This course covers all the 

6150‐02 and 6150‐03 content and extends to interpretation, planning, supervision, coordination and 

accountability for the team and the work being undertaken in the confined space during both planned 

work and emergency situations. In this regard, the role is autonomous and pitched at a higher level 

than is generally seen of a traditional ‘top‐man’ as they will be responsible for committing a work team 

in potentially non‐routine environments, which is a significant departure in terms of responsibility, 

skills and competence of the traditional ‘top‐man’.  Following successful completion of the course the 

learners will be certified to oversee entry into a high risk confined space but not to enter themselves. 

1 day Low Risk Entry (6150‐01) €240.00 per person 

UK Water Scheme 6150 Training Prices 

2 day Medium Risk Entry (6150‐02) €444.00 per person 

3 day High Risk Entry (6150‐03) €618.00 per person 

4 day Emergency Rescue (6150‐05) €954.00 per person 

2 day Top Man for Medium Risk Entry (6150‐06) €444.00 per person 

3 day Top Man for High Risk Entry (6150‐14) €618.00 per person 

Working in High Risk Confined Spaces: Water (6150‐03) 

Entry into NC1‐ NC4 category confined spaces.  The course will cover all the 6150‐02 content plus the 

use of self‐contained breathing apparatus for both use under abnormal conditions and for planned self 

rescue. 

Working in Medium Risk Confined Spaces: Water (6150‐06) (Top Man) (Non‐entrant)  

This unit covers overseeing entry into NC1‐NC3 category confined spaces.  The course will cover all the 

6150‐02 content and includes the procedures for using and selecting appropriate self contained escape 

breathing apparatus for planned self rescue.  On successful completion of the course the learners will 

be certified to oversee entry into a medium risk confined space but not to enter themselves. 

Emergency Rescue & Recovery of Casualties from 

Confined Spaces: Water (6150‐05)  

This qualification is for those persons who are part of a 

dedicated rescue team. It covers all aspects of 

planning, strategy, communications and emergency 

evacuation of a casualty. The course will be practical 

and theoretical with a staged emergency recovery 

leading to an assessment of abilities, with a structured 

report in line with the water industry and emergency 

services.  This course is normally taken by a full team 

and these courses are run on a need basis. 
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The Basic Height Safety course covers how to don 

a harness along with the correct choice of 

lanyards and fall arrest blocks. The course is 

designed to ensure safety of the wearer and 

understanding of the legislation and equipment 

available and covers the daily inspection checks 

that the wearer should make.   

The Advanced Height Safety Course, covers all 

aspects of wearing harnesses and lanyards and  

their inspection regimes, fall arrestors and their 

daily inspections, current legislation and how to 

perform a risk assessment.  At the end of the 

course the candidate, should they pass, will be 

deemed as competent to perform the daily 

checks upon their equipment and evaluate 

equipment requirements for the task to be done. 

Fall Arrest & Woking at Height Training 

½ day Basic Height Safety  €690.00 ‐ up to 8 people 

1 day Advanced Height Safety €995.00 ‐ up to 8 people 

Successful candidates will be issued with a 

certificate valid for 3 years. 

Specialist Courses 

Air Purity Training €870.00 ‐ up to 8 people 

Gas Detector Awareness €690.00 ‐ up to 8 people 

Practical Inflatable Pipe Stopper Use €690.00 ‐ up to 8 people 

Railok 111 Training €350.00 ‐ up to 8 people 

Rescuematic Use  €1,000.00 ‐ up to 8 people 

Respirex Limited‐Use Gas‐Tight Suits €940.00 ‐ up to 8 people 

Sala Davit Systems Set Up & Use  €940.00 ‐ up to 8 people 

Sala Fall Arrest Post & Associated Products  €940.00 ‐ up to 8 people 

To further support our customers we have developed a range of specialist courses which focus on 

product or industry requirements.  Some examples are shown below.  We can also construct courses to 

fulfil a specified brief which ensure verifiable training standards and candidates complete an exam to 

prove they have the required knowledge and skills before a certificate is issued. 

Please contact us on 090 64 86891 if you would like more information. 

FALL ARREST & WORKING AT HEIGHT TRAINING 

SPECIALIST COURSES 
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All prices shown exclude VAT. 

We reserve the right to amend the prices shown in our brochure without prior notice.   

Sales 

 The title in goods will remain the property of Ashfield Safety Hire until payment is made in full. 

Hire Equipment 

 Unless otherwise stated all hire prices shown are per week. 

 Hire Days Chargeable: All hires are charged at a minimum of 1 week, then Monday to Friday at 0.2 
of a week per day after.  Bank holidays are not charged. 

 The hirer is responsible for insuring the equipment as is advised to effect insurance on a “New for 
Old” basis. 

 Whilst all electrical items will be supplied with a current PAT Test, when this test date expires the 
continuation of this requirement becomes the responsibility of the hirer until the item is off hired.   

 A cleaning charge may be made in addition to the normal hire charge if equipment is returned in an 
unreasonable condition. 

 All equipment off hired will be allocated an off hire number either from Ashfield Safety Hire or any 
company it acts as agent for.  Without a valid off hire number the equipment will be considered still 
on hire. 

 We reserve the right to amend the equipment specification supplied.  Where reasonably possible 
equipment of a similar specification will be made available for hire. 

 We continually check our fleet and quality check each product to ensure it is fit for use before each 
hire.  Damage caused to equipment must be reported immediately. 

Equipment Service 

 For all equipment sent to Ashfield Safety Hire for service a quotation will be issued and agreement 
to proceed obtained before work commences. 

 If service work is not carried out there will be a strip down charge applied.  

Accounts with Ashfield Safety Hire 

 Accounts are set up at the discretion of the company and operate a strict 30 day payment.  Unless 
and agreed contract exists between both parties that states otherwise. 

 Interest will be charged on any outstanding balance from the due date to the date payment is 
received at the rate of 5% above the base rate of Allied Irish Bank Plc. in effect at the time. 

 Discounts are available by negotiation for long term hire for frequent use but must be agreed in 
writing prior to the hire commencing. 

Additional terms and conditions apply to the use of our website.  Details of these can be found on our 
website at www.ashireland.ie. 

All business is subject to these standard terms and conditions. 

TERMS & CONDITIONS 




